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Our stock of antiquarian books is larger than we can feature on our web site, and given the one-

of-a-kind nature of these books, we cannot maintain any comprehensive list of what we have to 

offer. That is one reason why it we encourage you to visit the Book Shop. However, we will 

periodically publish book lists featuring selected titles that we feel are of value to collectors of 

Lincolniana, Civil War, Presidential, and Americana books.  

 

Shipping charges are generally $9 for the first book $1.50 each additional. This is for Media Mail 

only, with no insurance. We offer other services and insurance. Please inquire if you would like 

expediated shipping or insurance. Illinois residents pay the prevailing local income tax, currently 

10.25%.  Click here to learn about our other polices.  

,  

Again, due to the large stock of out-of-print books we have, these books are not sold through our 

online sales system. If you wish to inquire about or order a title, please call us during business 

hours at (312) 944-3085, or contact us through our website.  

 

We welcome your questions and comments. 

 

Adams, Michael C. OUR MASTERS THE REBELS: A SPECULATION ON UNION 

MILITARY FAILURE IN THE EAST, 1861-1865. Cambridge, MA: 1978.1st ed., 256p. A 

groundbreaking study which credits rebel successes in the east not to tangible military superiority, 

but rather to perceptions of their military prowess. Adams sees the roots of Lost Cause mythology 

in the acceptance by Northerners of assumptions about southern military superiority. Notions that 

the Union beat down the Confederacy by numbers and not by skill came in part from the north and 

not only the south. Very good; dust jacket. Signed.  $65.00  

Alberts, Don E. BRANDY STATION TO MANILA BAY. Austin: 1980.1st ed., 352p., 

illustrated, maps. Hard to find biography of Sheridan’s great cavalry officer, Wesley Merritt, 

whose career spanned the Civil through Spanish-American Wars. One of Sheridan’s “boy 

generals,” Merritt did much to create the victorious Cavalry Corps of the Army of the Potomac. 

Merritt’s relative obscurity is an oversight of a great American soldier which Alberts’ biography 

helps to correct. Very good; dust jacket.  $50.00  

Alford, Terry. FORTUNE’S FOOL: THE LIFE OF JOHN WILKES BOOTH. Oxford U. 

Press, 2015. 454p.; d.j. A comprehensive, definitive portrait of Booth by a scholar who has studied 

Booth his entire life. Based on original research into government archives, historical archives, and 

family records. As new.  SOLD  
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Anastaplo, George. ABRAHAM LINCOLN: A CONSTITUTIONAL BIOGRAPHY. 

Lanham: 1999. 1st ed., 400p. With eloquent insights, Anastaplo describes the development and 

legacy of Lincoln's legal and constitutional thought and demonstrates Lincoln's continuing 

influence on modern American society, law, and politics. Eloquently written and perceptive essays 

are combined with philosophical insight into Lincoln’s writings and speeches. As new; d.j.; signed 

bookplate.  SOLD 

Armstrong, Marion V., Jr. UNFURL THOSE COLORS! McCLELLAN, SUMNER, AND 

THE SECOND ARMY CORPS IN THE ANTIETAM CAMPAIGN. Tuscaloosa: (2008).1st 

ed., 384p., illustrated, maps. This examination of the operational fabric of leadership and 

command in the Army of the Potomac, during one of the most crucial campaigns of the Civil War, 

carefully documents the command decisions of army commander George B. McClellan, and 

follows their execution through the corps level of command and down to the ordinary soldier in 

the Second Corps. It reappraises the leadership and decisions of Edwin V. Sumner during the Battle 

of Antietam and details, as no previous account has, the fighting of his Second Corps at Antietam, 

including Sedgwick’s division in the West Woods and French’s and Richardson’s divisions at 

Bloody Lane. “This is a terrific book.” --- John Michael Priest. Near fine; dust jacket.  SOLD 

Arnold, Samuel Bland. DEFENCE AND PRISON EXPERIENCES OF A LINCOLN 

CONSPIRATOR: STATEMENTS AND AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL NOTES. Hattiesburg, 

Miss.: 1943. Ltd. ed. of 199 copies. 133p. Arnold had seen the plot from the inside. An original 

member of Booth’s conspiracy, Arnold had withdrawn from the plot only three weeks before the 

President’s assassination. Captured, tried, and sentenced to life at hard labor at the infamous Dry 

Tortugas, he survived to tell his remarkable story in a vivid and compelling style. His intimate 

glances at Booth’s inner circle and his harrowing tales of prison life make this an essential book 

on the subject. Excellent; very lt. wear only.  $225.00.  

Avery, P. O. HISTORY OF THE FOURTH ILLINOIS CAVALRY REGIMENT. Humbolt, 

NE: 1903.1st ed., 194p., illustrated (portraits), (Dornbusch-22). Recruited around Ottawa, 

Illinois, and commanded by Abraham Lincoln’s friends, Judge T. Lyle Dickey & William 

McCullough, the 4th Illinois Cavalry fought in the Mississippi Valley throughout the war, earning 

their spurs in battles like Shiloh, Corinth, Vicksburg, and the campaigns against Forrest. A small 

but valuable work, including interesting first-person accounts. William McCullough, killed at 

Coffeyville, Mississippi, in December of 1862, is the subject of Lincoln’s immortal condolence 

letter to Fanny McCullough. Hinges cracked but not separated; boards water-stained and mottled; 

else very good. Quite scarce! SOLD 

Bacarella, Michael. LINCOLN’S FOREIGN LEGION: THE 39th NEW YORK 

INFANTRY, THE GARIBALDI GUARD. (Shippensburg: 1996).1st ed., 330p., illustrations. 

During the Italian Wars of Unification in the mid-19th century, thousands of soldiers - Italian, 

American, French, British, German, Hungarian, Polish, and others - received a unique schooling 

from the intrepid General Giuseppe Garibaldi. Those men carried lessons with them during the 

American Civil War onto the battlefields of Bull Run, Gettysburg, the Wilderness, through to 

Appomattox. The Garibaldi Guard, named after the illustrious general, was a unique meld of those 

foreign nationals who participated in the European revolutions and the struggle to save the Union. 
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Includes the muster roll of this fascinating regiment, which serves as a reminder of the 

multicultural make-up of the forces that fought in the Civil War. Very good; in dust jacket & signed 

on bookplate.  $45.00  

Baker, La Fayette C. HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE. 

Philadelphia: 1867.1st ed., 704p.; frontispiece. This was a popular memoir of the commander 

of the National Police, and also Edwin Stanton’s right-hand-thug. Sometimes Baker’s actions as a 

secret service agent were helpful, but many times were despotic. Baker was a ubiquitous presence 

in Washington during the war. The book contains material on counter- espionage activities as well 

as much on the pursuit and killing of Booth. Lightly sunned; lightly rubbed and bumped; light 

foxing and dampstaining, especially on end pages; else very good.  SOLD 

Ballard, Colin R. THE MILITARY GENIUS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN. London: 1926. 1st 

ed., 246p., ft.(map), color maps. [M2832, Howes B-73, Eicher #965] A fine study, written for 

the British General Staff, intended as a rebuttal to the notion that Lincoln was a bumbling armchair 

general who needlessly interfered with his field commanders. Ballard’s view, that Lincoln was an 

excellent though unconventional strategist and the first modern commander in chief, has become 

widely accepted. Excellent.  SOLD 

Baringer, William E. LINCOLN’S RISE TO POWER. Boston: 1937. 1st.; 373p.; illus. An 

excellent, classic account of Lincoln’s strategy in turning himself from a defeated senatorial 

candidate into the 1860 presidential candidate. Professor Baringer had been the chief compiler of 

LINCOLN DAY BY DAY volumes 1 & 2 and his LINCOLN IN VANDALIA remains the 

essential history of the story. V.g.; lt. chips to d.j.; lt. toning inside bds.  SOLD 

Barker, Harold R. HISTORY OF THE RHODE ISLAND COMBAT UNITS IN THE CIVIL 

WAR (1861- 1865). N.P.: (1964).1st ed., 338p., illustrated, maps. Stories of Rhode Island units, 

interwoven in a war narrative. Light foxing; badly chipped & taped dust jacket with significant 

loss; otherwise very good; signed.  SOLD 

Basler, Roy, Edited with Critical and Analytical Notes. ABRAHAM LINCOLN: HIS 

SPEECHES AND WRITINGS. Cleveland & New York: The World Publishing Company, 

1946. Limited Edition #66 of 650 numbered copies, Signed by Basler. A fine one-volume 

condensation by the editor of THE COLLECTED WORKS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN (10vols). 

In a handsome cloth binding, it includes a tipped-in facsimile of Lincoln’s famous letter of 26 

January 1863 to Gen. Joseph Hooker, telling him that, hearing Hooker thinks the Army and 

Government needs a dictator, he (Lincoln) needs victories and that he would “risk the 

dictatorship.” Excellent.  $225.00 

Beatty, John. MEMOIRS OF A VOLUNTEER, 1861 – 1863. New York: (1946).1st ed., 317p., 

illustrated. Reprint of General Beatty’s 1879 memoir, “The Citizen-Soldier”, edited by Harvey S. 

Ford with an introduction by Lloyd Lewis. Lewis writes “Like Grant’s Memoirs, [Beatty] views 

war and warriors with a candor and common sense and humor that are undated.” A witty and 

sometime caustic reminiscence of an Ohio officer in the war with the Army of the Cumberland 
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including Perryville, Stones River and Chickamauga. Very good; dust jacket lightly sunned and 

chipped.  SOLD 

Bilby, Joseph G. SMALL ARMS AT GETTYSBURG: INFANTRY AND CAVALRY 

WEAPONS IN AMERICA’S GREATEST BATTLE. Yardley, PA: (2007).1st ed., 293p., 

frontispiece, illustrations, maps. The three-day battle of Gettysburg has probably been the 

subject of more books and articles than any other comparable event. There have been campaign 

histories, detailed studies of each army or branch of service, accounts of the fighting on one day 

or area of the battlefield, and the combat sagas of a particular brigade, regiment, or individual. 

Surprisingly, until this work, no one has analyzed the firearms and other individual soldier’s 

weapons used at Gettysburg in any great detail. The battle was a watershed, with military weapons 

technologies representing the past, present, and future --- sabers, smoothbores, rifles, and 

breechloaders --- in action alongside each other, providing a unique opportunity to compare 

performance and use, as well as determining how particular weapons and their deployment 

affected the outcome and course of the battle. Bilby covers all of the individual soldier’s weapons 

--- muskets, rifle-muskets, carbines, repeaters, sharpshooter arms, revolvers, and swords --- 

providing a detailed examination of their history and development, technology, capabilities, and 

use on the field at Gettysburg. This is the story of the weapons and men who carried them into 

battle during those three days in July of 1863.   $29.95  

Black, Robert C., III. THE RAILROADS OF THE CONFEDERACY. Chapel Hill: The 

University of North Carolina Press, 1952.1st ed., 360p., illustrations, maps, folding map. This 

is an indispensible title on the overtaxed Confederate railroad system. It is a complex and dramatic 

story, with the railroads themselves playing the part of the tragic hero; at first vigorous though 

immature; then overloaded, driven unmercifully, smashed, repaired, starved of iron, and struggling 

on toward the inevitable destruction wrought by total war. Robert Black also designed the first 

comprehensive folding map of all the railroads of the south. Important for those students of history 

who appreciate the role of infrastructure in the outcome of the war. Overall very good condition 

with sunned dust jacket (common for this book) and chipped dust jacket at top and bottom of the 

spine; light loss from chipping.  SOLD 

Blood, Caleb. MAKING THE CIRCLE OF THE CONFEDERACY. Gettysburg: (2001).1st 

ed. thus, 117p., illustrated. This reprint of a rare memoir is itself exceedingly scarce. Includes 

modern reproduction of many photos not in the previous edition. The 33rd Massachusetts served 

with the XI Corps and fought at Chancellorsville and Gettysburg. Fine.  $125.00  

Boritt, Gabor, ed. LINCOLN, THE WAR PRESIDENT. New York: 1992. 1st ed., 272p., illus. 

A collection of seven essays that offer a fresh look at how Lincoln confronted the central issues of 

the Civil War. Among the contributors: Kenneth Stampp, Arthur Schlesinger Jr. and James 

McPherson. A provocative look at how Lincoln ran a country at war with itself. A handsome 

clipped signature of Gabor Boritt affixed to the title page; as new; d.j.  $35.00 

Brainard, Mary Genevieve Green. CAMPAIGNS OF THE ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY-

SIXTH REGIMENT NEW YORK STATE VOLUNTEERS / ALSO KNOWN AS 

HELLECK’S INFANTRY, THE FIFTH ONEIDA, AND GARRARD’S TIGERS. NY: 
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1915.1st ed., 542p., frontispiece, illustrated, folding maps (Dornbusch-548). Mary Brainard 

compiled an impressive record of this famous unit of New York Zouaves whose battle honors 

include The Wilderness, Spotsylvania, and Petersburg. Rear hinge starting; light rub; owner’s 

stamp and markings on end pages; light chipping of extremities; else very good.  $295.00  

Brewer, Abraham T. HISTORY SIXTY-FIRST REGIMENT PENNSYLVANIA 

VOLUNTEERS, 1861-1865, UNDER AUTHORITY THE REGIMENTAL 

ASSOCIATION... Pittsburgh: 1911.1st ed., 234p., illustrated, quarto, (Dornbusch-190). 

History of a regiment of the VI Corps, from Pittsburgh. Contains roster. Usual wear, but very 

bright; strong.  $200.00  

Burt, John. LINCOLN’S TRAGIC PRAGMATISM: LINCOLN, DOUGLAS, AND 

MORAL CONFLICT. Cambridge: 2013. 1st ed., 814p. Burt contends that the very legitimacy 

of democratic governance was on the line in the Debates. Can a liberal political system be used to 

mediate moral disputes? And if it cannot, is violence inevitable? As they campaigned, both 

struggled with how to behave when an ethical conflict as profound as the one over slavery strained 

the commitment upon which democracy depends—namely, to rule by both consent and principle. 

That some disputes seemed to lie beyond the horizon of deal-making and persuasion and could be 

settled only by violence revealed democracy’s limitations. Burt argues that the unresolvable ironies 

at the center of liberal politics led Lincoln to discover liberalism’s tragic dimension—and 

ultimately led to war. As new.  $39.95  

Byrne, Frank L. & Weaver, Andrew T. HASKELL OF GETTYSBURG: HIS LIFE AND 

CIVIL WAR PAPERS. Madison, WI: 1970. Later printing, 258p., illustrations, maps. A 

collection of Frank Haskell’s writings, including his unforgettable Gettysburg letter, and the first 

detailed biographical sketch of his life. A nice reading copy of a most important primary source 

on the Pickett-Pettigrew-Trimble charge. Very good; dust jacket.  $25.00  

Cain, Marvin R. LINCOLN’S ATTORNEY GENERAL: EDWARD BATES OF 

MISSOURI. Columbia: (1965). 1st ed., 361p., ft. Edward Bates was a trusted Lincoln advisor. 

Cain documents the evolution of Bates’ point of view from Jeffersonian to Jackson Democrat to 

Whig to an anti-slavery voice in a progressive distraction. V.g.; d.j.  $55.00  

Carwardine, Richard J. LINCOLN: A LIFE OF PURPOSE AND POWER. NY: Knopf 

Borzoi Book, (2006). 1st American; 394p.; d.j. Lincoln Prize winner! This political biography 

focuses on the sources of his authority and achievement. It reveals his political talents and serious 

moral purpose but shows, too, how in pursuing office he depended on public opinion and the 

machinery of party. As war-leader, he saw the limits as well as the possibilities of power, and 

looked beyond the government to other engines of support, including the churches, the 

humanitarian agencies, and the volunteers of the Union army. A true “essential” Lincoln title. 

Excellent; lt. bumps.  $90.00  

Carwardine, Richard J. LINCOLN. (London: 2003). 1st ed., 352p. Oxford don Carwardine 

examines Lincoln both as a rising politician and as president, and focuses on the sources of his 

authority and achievement. It reveals his political talents and serious moral purpose but shows, 
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too, how in pursuing office he depended on public opinion and the machinery of party. As war-

leader, he saw the limits as well as the possibilities of power, and looked beyond the government 

to other engines of support, including the churches, the humanitarian agencies, and the volunteers 

of the Union army. Significant insight from “across the pond,” as compelling and fresh as was 

Lord Charnwood in 1918. Winner of the Lincoln Prize and a must read!  SOLD 

Catton, Bruce. GETTYSBURG: THE FINAL FURY. NY: Doubleday & Co., 1974. 3rd 

Printing, 114p., illustrations, maps, maps on end pages, slipcase. If there have been more books 

written about Gettysburg than any other battle, if historians have distilled the fighting down to 

fifteen-minute segments, then it is most important to have a concise, literate overview of the battle. 

No Twentieth Century writer got to the essential kernel of the Civil War better than Bruce Catton. 

With brevity and pathos he tells of the crucial moments and characters of each side. Fine maps and 

illustrations. Very good-plus condition with very good slipcase, just starting to split at top.SOLD 

Chambers, Lenoir. STONEWALL JACKSON. New York: William Morrow, 1959.1st ed., 2 

volumes, maps. A comprehensive biography of Thomas J. Jackson. Volume I: The Legend and 

the Man to Valley V. Volume II: Seven Days to Last March. Well-written and carefully researched. 

Books in near fine condition; lightly worn slipcase.  SOLD 

Clark, Charles M, M.D., THE HISTORY OF THE THIRTY-NINTH REGIMENT: 

ILLINOIS VOLUNTEER VETERAN ARMY. (Yates Phalanx) IN THE WAR OF THE 

REBELLION, 1861-1865. Chicago: 1889.1st ed., 554p., quarto, sketches, photos, 

(Dornbusch-185). Straightforward account of the regimental experience as recalled by key 

members of this distinctive Chicago unit. To the point, not overly romanticized though published 

on the eve of the 25th disbandment of the organization. Company-by-company treatment of the 

recruitment, organization, rosters and biographies of individual members. Details the role of the 

regiment in the attempt at taking Fort Wagner, involving over three hundred losses to the 39th . 

Revealing information on Petersburg. A very scarce history of a XXIV Corps regiment. Chipped 

extremities, lightly rubbed; dampstain on frontispiece; else very good.  $465.00  

Coco, Gregory A. A STRANGE AND BLIGHTED LAND. GETTYSBURG; THE 

AFTERMATH OF A BATTLE. Gettysburg: 1995.1st ed., 433p., illustrations, maps. Even 

the most brilliant writer has yet to capture the intensity, splendor, and horror of a battle in its most 

vivid form. It must be seen and experienced to be understood. Consequently, skilled word-painters 

have always confronted similar obstacles when describing fields of conflict after the passionate 

strife of battle has ceased. What of the splendor, the pomp, and the circumstance of battle when 

only the horrible remains in its ghastliest and most terrible forms? At Gettysburg in July 1863, 

long after the fighting had stopped and the troops had moved on, all that remained was death, 

destruction, and despair. There was much work to be done, and people came from miles around to 

witness the carnage and provide a helping hand. A Strange and Blighted Land traces the cleanup 

and restoration of the battlefield from the initial stages of removing the wounded and burying the 

dead, to the development of hospitals, gathering of prisoners, and memorializing the fields. The 

"tour" that followed is one of enthralling fascination that includes numerous first-hand accounts 

written by people who were present at the scenes and took the time to pen their thoughts. The 

descriptions illustrated the graphic realities of warfare with unparalleled veracity. The author 
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provides extensive research into the clean-up and restoration efforts around Gettysburg. As new; 

dust jacket.  SOLD 

Coddington, Edwin B. THE GETTYSBURG CAMPAIGN: A STUDY IN COMMAND. NY: 

Scribner’s (Morningside, 1979).1st ed. thus, 866p., octavo, illustrations, maps. If you read one 

book your whole life on Gettysburg, this is the one. The work was published posthumously in 1968 

and this reprint produced in 1979. Coddington followed in the steps of Douglas Southall Freeman, 

even borrowing a subtitle from Lee’s Lieutenants, by framing the story of the battle around the 

crucial decisions of the commanders. Significantly, George Gordon Meade was redeemed from an 

unearned reputation for passivity, and shown to be the author of his own victory. As new; dust 

jacket.  $75.00  

Cox, LaWanda. LINCOLN AND BLACK FREEDOM: A STUDY IN PRESIDENTIAL 

LEADERSHIP. U. of So. Carolina Pr., 1981. 1 .; 254p.; d.j. Cox’s work remains a basic work 

on Lincoln’s personal and political views on race. She concludes that Lincoln and Republican 

radicals “shared an identity of purpose, if not of rhetoric and tactic, in seeking basic rights, 

citizenship, and political participation for former slaves.” Very good.  $45.00  

Cozzens, Peter. THIS TERRIBLE SOUND: THE BATTLE OF CHICKAMAUGA. Urbana: 

University of Illinois Press, (1992).1st ed., 675p., illustrations, maps. This is the indispensable 

one- volume work on Chickamauga. A clearly written treatment of a complicated battle, made 

better by numerous maps and original illustrations by the eminent military artist Keith Rocco. Very 

good. Inscribed and signed by the author.  SOLD 

Craughwell, Thomas, J. STEALING LINCOLN’S BODY. Cambridge, MA: (2007). 1st ed., 

250p., illus. The night of the presidential election of 1876, a gang of counterfeiters attempted to 

steal the entombed and embalmed body of Abraham Lincoln, intending to hold it for ransom. A 

riveting look into late 19th Century America, and a rousing tale underscoring that truth really is 

sometimes stranger than fiction. “Summoning the raw spirit of crime novels and horror stories, as 

well as the forensic detail of a coroner’s inquest, Craughwell has turned the eerie final chapter of 

the Lincoln story into a guilty pleasure.” --- Harold Holzer. Signed; as new; d.j.  $45.00  

Creasey, George W., THE CITY OF NEWBURYPORT IN THE CIVIL WAR. Boston: 

1903.1st ed., 539p. octavo. Nicely embossed navy-blue cover. An exploration of the role of 

Newburyport, Massachusetts in supporting the war, particularly by the city government. Full 

listing of the individual records of “men who served to the credit of Newburyport” in the army and 

navy. A impressively lengthy listing. The final thirteen pages details the involvement with the just-

completed “war with Spain, 1898-9. Uncommon. Near fine.  $225.00  

Daniel, John Warwick. SPEECHES AND ORATIONS OF JOHN WARWICK DANIEL, 

COMPILED BY HIS SON EDWARD M. DANIEL. Lynchburg: 1911.1st ed., 787p., 

frontispiece. This collection is an important work of Confederate history from a leading voice of 

the turn of the Twentieth Century. Contains speeches on the “Character of Stonewall Jackson”, 

“Gettysburg”, “Lee” and “Jubal A. Early”. Daniel was chief of Early’s staff and later a senator 

from Virginia. The Gettysburg oration is an especially important resource on Confederate 
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operations north of town (July 1) and in the attack on Cemetery Hill (July 2). Very good condition, 

in scarce dust jacket!  $175.00  

Davis, William C. LONE STAR RISING: THE REVOLUTIONARY BIRTH OF THE 

TEXAS REPUBLIC. New York: (2004).1st ed., 354p., illustrations, map. Davis, a prolific 

historian and author of Three Roads to the Alamo, focuses on the larger-than-life characters who 

share center stage with an astonishing cast of largely unknown entrepreneurs, hucksters and 

adventurers who joined together to create the Republic of Texas. As three separate revolutionary 

traditions clashed - the grandchildren of the Founding Fathers, the children of Latin American 

revolutionaries and the fiercely independent native Tejanos - battles became inevitable, and the 

resultant independent Texas would forever change American history. Davis’ American sources are 

buoyed by new Mexican research with evidence that clearly shows how Spain, Mexico, the 

Tejanos and the Anglo-Americans plotted and maneuvered. “If one could read but a single book 

concerning the conflict, this would be it.” - Stephen L. Hardin. Signed; as new; in dust jacket with 

sticker.  $35.00  

Davis, William C. THE ORPHAN BRIGADE: THE KENTUCKY CONFEDERATES WHO 

COULDN’T GO HOME. Mechanicsburg, PA: Stackpole, 1993. 2nd hardcover edition, 318p., 

illustrations, maps. “Jack” Davis provides the best account of these exiled border state 

Confederates. Organized in 1861 by John C. Breckenridge, the Confederate Kentucky Brigade 

fought with distinction at Fort Donelson, Shiloh, Baton Rouge, Stones River, Chickamauga, 

Missionary Ridge and the Atlanta campaign. There was hardly a battle in the chronicle of the 

western Confederate army that does not include the heroic fighting of these gallant men. Among 

the commanders of the brigade were Robert Trabue, Roger Hanson and Abraham Lincoln’s 

brother-in-law, Ben Hardin Helm. Very good with clipped dust jacket. Signed.  SOLD 

Dell, Christopher. LINCOLN AND THE WAR DEMOCRATS: THE GRAND EROSION 

OF CONSERVATIVE TRADITION. Rutherford, NJ: (1975). 1st ed., 455p.; d.j. A 

provocative and important analysis of the war time Democratic party and its crucial role in the 

war. Dell sees the pro-Union element of the Democratic Party as Lincoln’s instrument for breaking 

down the old Democracy and building a coalition, not only for Union, but ultimately for very 

progressive principles. War Democrats such as Stanton, Holt, Butler, and Speed were influenced 

by Lincoln and played important roles in executing his ideas. V.g.  $75.00  

Desjardin, Thomas A. STAND FIRM YE BOYS FROM MAINE: THE 20th MAINE AND 

THE GETTYSBURG CAMPAIGN. Gettysburg: Thomas Publications, (1995). 2nd printing, 

239p., illustrations, maps. The battle for the southern slope of Little Round Top at Gettysburg on 

July 2, 1863 is the most studied small unit military action in American history. Tom Desjardin 

uses more than seventy first-hand accounts written by more than two dozen veterans to tell the 

story of that fight in critical detail. The story is told from both sides, also revealing the actions and 

feelings of the men from Alabama who tried, in vain, to seize the important position. “...a classic 

account of (the 20th Maine’s) defense of the Round Tops”: - Harry Pfanz. Signed; as new; dust 

jacket.   SOLD 
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DeWitt, David M. THE JUDICIAL MURDER OF MARY E. SURRATT. Baltimore: 1895. 

1st ed., 259p. [M1165; Howes D-606] A “ground-breaking,” classic work on the role of Surratt 

in the assassination of Lincoln. Scarce. Very good; lt. rub; hinges starting.  SOLD 

Donald, David Herbert. “WE ARE LINCOLN MEN”. New York: (2003). 1st ed., 288p., illus. 

Friendships never came easily for a man as private and as mysterious as Abraham Lincoln. This 

original book by a 2-time winner of the Pulitzer Prize offers an enlightened way of looking at 

Lincoln by observing how he dealt with his friends and close associates. Speed, Browning, Seward, 

Nicolay, Hay, Herndon, and others are covered. Donald concludes Lincoln’s lack of an intimate, 

peer relationship had a direct effect on his Presidency. V.g.; owner’s name.  SOLD 

Dornblaser, Thomas Franklin SABRE STROKES OF THE PENNSYLVANIA 

DRAGOONS, IN THE WAR OF 1861-1865. INTERSPERSED WITH PERSONAL 

REMINISCENCES. Philadelphia: 1884.1st ed., 264p.; illustrated boards, (Dornbusch-61). 

Nevins (Vol. I-82) states “this narrative of cavalry operations in the Deep South is a factual, 

reliable account by an obviously fair-minded soldier.” Dornblaser recounts the experiences of the 

7th Pennsylvania Cavalry, an eastern unit in the western campaigns. The regiment was regularly 

opposed to Morgan and Wheeler. Useful accounts of Stones River, Chickamauga, the Atlanta 

Campaign, Wilson’s Raid, and the capture of Jefferson Davis are part of this history. Hinges 

shaken; light bump; light shipping of extremities; light soiling in text; else very good.  $250.00  

Dornblaser, Thomas Franklin. MY LIFE-STORY FOR YOUNG AND OLD. N.P.: 1930.1st 

ed., 222p., frontispiece, illustrated (Dornbusch-60). Rev. Dornblaser preached the Gospel for 

over fifty-nine years, and he here relates his life story in that mission. His Civil War experiences 

are expounded upon in a different light than in his memoir of service in the 7th Pennsylvania 

Cavalry (see below). He culls his reminiscences to pull out stories of moral and spiritual courage 

on the battlefield and in camp. Written forty-five years after “Sabre Strokes,” this memoir 

demonstrates maturity in remembrance of the war that is not often seen in Civil War reminiscences. 

Usual shelf-wear and toning; else very good. [An important companion piece to Egerton, 

below].  $70.00  

Dowdey, Clifford. LEE. Boston: 1965.1st ed., 781p., illustrations, maps, map on end pages. 

An excellent biography in one volume. A well-written alternative to Douglas Southall Freeman. 

There should be no doubt that the author revered his subject, and intended the biography to be 

hagiography. Dowdey nevertheless paints a dramatic picture of Lee’s life and campaigns. At his 

death the Richmond New Leader eulogized Clifford Dowdey as “The Last Confederate.” 

Wonderful storytelling. A perfect example of the writing of the 20th Century Southern gentleman-

historian. Very good; dust jacket lightly chipped and soiled with a mark across the spine. $35.00  

Downey, Fairfax. THE GUNS AT GETTYSBURG. New York: (1958).1st ed., 290p., 

illustrations, maps, maps on end pages. The Gettysburg battle as told from an artillerist’s 

perspective. A fine study with valuable and fulsome appendices, including a census of guns on the 

Gettysburg battlefield. The mechanical aspects of artillery are well-covered along with stories of 

the operations. Very good with some light margin notes and owner’s bookplate; dust jacket 

clipped, fair.  SOLD 
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Egerton, Douglas R. THUNDER AT THE GATES: THE BLACK CIVIL WAR 

REGIMENTS THAT REDEEMED AMERICA. New York: Basic Books, 2016.1st ed., 429p., 

frontispiece, illustrations. Douglas Egerton’s wonderful unit history follows the experiences of 

the three African-American regiments of Massachusetts Volunteers – the 54th , the 55th , and the 

5th Massachusetts Cavalry. In so doing he demonstrates that these regiments were unique, even in 

comparison to the hundreds of thousands of black men who served in the ranks of the United States 

Colored Troops. As new; dust jackets; signed on book plate.  $32.00  

Favill, Josiah M. THE DIARY OF A YOUNG OFFICER SERVING WITH THE ARMIES 

OF THE UNITED STATES DURING THE WAR OF THE REBELLION... Chicago: R. R. 

Donnelley & Sons, 1909.1st ed., 298p., frontispiece, illustrations, top edge gilt, (Dornbusch-

NY- 342). Excellent diaries by a young officer whose 57th New York participated in all major 

campaigns from the Seven Days to its muster out in May 1864. Favill was aide-de-camp to General 

Samuel Zook at Gettysburg, and relates in detail the battle for the wheatfield on July 2 and the 

death of his general. This is one of the essential primary sources on the wheatfield. Light wear 

with repairs made with opaque tape on frontispiece; some stains; light foxing; light chipping of 

extremities; weak hinge beginning to separate at first gathering; else very good.  $175.00  

Fehrenbacher, Don D. LINCOLN IN TEXT AND CONTEXT: COLLECTED ESSAYS. 

Stanford: Stanford U. Press, 1987. 1 .; 364p.; d.j. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for his work on 

Dred Scott, there is no more eminent scholar than Fehrenbacher in Lincoln literature. This brilliant 

book contains essays on a wide range of Lincoln subjects, fresh then and relevant today. From his 

Illinois years through the war years and into interpretation of his image and his words and delving 

into the anti-Lincoln tradition as well. An essential read! V.g.  $75.00  

Fenster, Julie M. THE CASE OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN: A STORY OF ADULTERY, 

MURDER AND THE MAKING OF A GREAT PRESIDENT. (New York: 2007).1st ed., 

256p. In 1856, Abraham Lincoln was at a personal crossroads. Often despondent, he had grown 

bored with his work as a lawyer and was beginning to see himself as just a former Congressman 

without much of a future in politics. But the gruesome murder of a Springfield blacksmith would 

prove to be the case that defined Lincoln’s legal career. The string of lurid revelations that followed 

the crime became front page news across the country, putting Lincoln back in the national 

spotlight. This case reflected the spirit of the times: an inescapable, dark world, hidden within the 

optimism and innocence of the young city of Springfield. With the Anderson murder, Lincoln’s 

legal skills as a defender were challenged as never before, and he was finally able to prove himself 

as a man with a great destiny. Signed; as new; dust jacket.  $24.95  

Foote, Shelby. THE CIVIL WAR: FORT SUMTER TO APPOMATTOX. NY: Random 

House, Modern Library Edition, 2011. 3-volume boxed set. With the addition of a new 

pamphlet edited by Pulitzer Prize winner Jon Meacham: AMERICAN HOMER: Reflections on 

Shelby Foote and His Classic Civil War: A Narrative. The pamphlet includes original essays by 

Michael Beschloss, Ken Burns, Annette Gordon-Reed, and others. Published on the occasion of 

the 150th anniversary of the Civil War. As new.  $150.00  
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Forgie, George B. PATRICIDE IN THE HOUSE DIVIDED: A PSYCHOLOGICAL 

INTERPRETATION OF LINCOLN AND HIS AGE. NY: W. W. Norton, 1979. 1st; 308p.; 

d.j. This insightful and essential book won the Allan Nevins Award of the Society of American 

Historians. Forgie argues that during the 1850s crisis of the union the dominant figures – none 

more than the central figure in the book, Abraham Lincoln – were basically influenced by the 

Founding Fathers. Lincoln understood that the Fathers’ achievements ruled out immortality for 

their successors, unless they should be summoned to save the Fathers’ institutions from patricidal 

destruction. An illuminating work that needs to be absorbed to understand Lincoln’s psychological 

mindset. V.g.  $50.00  

Forrester, Izola. THIS ONE MAD ACT...THE UNKNOWN STORY OF JOHN WILKES 

BOOTH AND HIS FAMILY. Boston: 1937. 1st ed., 500p.; ft.; illus. [ M2562] An intimate 

account by Booth’s granddaughter that offers “evidence” that Booth did not die at the Garrett 

Farm. End-pages illustrate the Booth family tree. Excellent; bright d.j.; uncommon.  SOLD 

Frassanito, William A. GRANT AND LEE: THE VIRGINIA CAMPAIGNS OF 1864-1865. 

New York: (1983).1st ed., 442p., illustrated, maps. Frassanito’s previous studies of the 

photographic documentation of the battles at Gettysburg and Antietam Creek established him as 

the pre-eminent photographic historian of the Civil War. His books introduced students of the Civil 

War to the likes of Alexander Gardner and Timothy O’Sullivan. Frassanito’s analysis of the 

Overland campaign is, perhaps, not as popular as his earlier books, but it is just as good. This work 

takes the reader from the Rapidan River to Petersburg, exploring the photographs taken by 

Gardner, O’Sullivan, and Brady & Company, but also introducing photographers such as T. C. 

Roche, and the U. S. Army’s A. J. Russell. Not only did the photographers of the Overland 

campaign record battlefields and death scenes, but they took images of pontoon bridges, gunboats, 

generals and staffs, a military execution and rare ghostly images of Union soldiers on campaign 

and Confederate prisoners. Very good; dust jacket.  SOLD 

Girardi, Robert I., and Hughes, Nathaniel Cheairs, eds. THE MEMOIRS OF BRIGADIER 

GENERAL WILLIAM PASSMORE CARLIN, U.S.A. Lincoln & London: (1999).1st ed., 

321p., illustrated. Illinois native and West Point graduate William P. Carlin served with 

distinction and was a successful and important brigade and division commander at Perryville, 

Stones River, Chickamauga, Missionary Ridge, Resaca, Kennesaw Mountain, Atlanta, 

Bentonville, and other battles. To supplement the memoirs, the editors have provided two 

biographical essays and extensive annotation. Signed by Girardi; as new.  SOLD 

Glatthaar, Joseph T. GENERAL LEE’S ARMY: FROM VICTORY TO COLLAPSE. New 

York: Free Press, (2008). 2nd printing, paperback, 600p., illustrations. Following 14 years of 

assembling data on the Army of Northern Virginia, celebrated scholar Joseph T. Glatthaar offers 

a groundbreaking history that shows how close the South came to victory, and why it ultimately 

collapsed. Exploring how the entire Confederacy mobilized for war and supported its armies, and 

epic in scope and often startling in its research, this is a sweeping history and a scholarly tour de 

force. “The storied Army of Northern Virginia has never had a better chronicler than Joseph 

Glatthaar.” --- James M. McPherson. “Here is the indispensable first place to go for anyone 
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interested in Lee, his army, and their storied campaigns.” --- Gary W. Gallagher. Signed; as new. 

 $18.95  

Gottfried, Bradley M. THE ARTILLERY OF GETTYSBURG. Nashville: (2008).1st ed., 

332p., illustrations, maps. In this thoughtful look at the role of artillery during the turning point 

of the American Civil War, Bradley M. Gottfried provides insight into how the Army of the 

Potomac and the Army of Northern Virginia employed their artillery, the command structure and 

organization involved, how the different kinds of weapons functioned in battle, and the strategies 

for using them. He shows how artillery affected the ebb and flow of the fighting for both armies 

and, thus, provides a unique understanding of the strategies of the Federal and Confederate 

commanders. Signed; as new; dust jacket.  $24.95  

Gutman, Richard, J. S. & Gutman, Kellie O. JOHN WILKES BOOTH HIMSELF. Dover, 

MA: 1979. Ltd. ed. Signed #942/1000 copies only. 87p., illus. Excellent research has produced 

this highly desirable reference, being the first and only complete study of the extant photographs 

of the assassin. The 40 odd images are grouped according to sitting. The limitation, interest, and 

library acquisitions have made the title quite Scarce! Excellent; lt. d.j.  $475.00  

Hafendorfer, Kenneth A. MILL SPRINGS: CAMPAIGN AND BATTLE OF MILL 

SPRINGS, KENTUCKY. (Louisville: 2001).1st ed., 679p., illustrations, maps. This recent 

book, by the author of Perryville, is a comprehensive study of one of the most far-reaching but 

least understood events of the American Civil War. The Battle of Mill Springs, fought on January 

19, 1862, was the first major military victory of the war for the Union, and, conversely, the first 

serious defeat of the Confederate States of America. It was an early triumph of Federal General 

George H. Thomas, and was one of the early disasters for the Confederacy, reflecting the crisis in 

leadership that was ultimately to plague the South in the Western Theater. Numerous maps and 

first-hand accounts help the reader to follow the narrative in detail and helps clear up a battle long 

shrouded in controversy and misunderstanding. As new; dust jacket. Signed.  $175.00  

Hagerty, Edward J. COLLIS’ ZOUAVES: THE 114th PENNSYLVANIA VOLUNTEERS 

IN THE CIVIL WAR. Baton Rouge: (1997).1st ed., 357p., illustrations, maps. A splendid new 

group biography of the hard-fighting Philadelphia unit that saw action in all the major battles in 

the East from Fredericksburg to Petersburg. The regiment fought at the Peach Orchard, and Collis’ 

wounded were among the casualties who burned to death in the Sherfy barn. “COLLIS’ 

ZOUAVES is a gripping tale of men at war and a sharply etched portrait of their controversial and 

engaging commander, Charles H.T. Collis. The Pennsylvanians of the 114th come alive as we 

experience with them the brutality of combat, the exhaustion of bone-numbing marches, and the 

tedium of camp life. Hagerty spins the 114th’s story in clear and compelling prose and critically 

explores the social and political forces that molded the outfit. He sustains a depth of analysis 

seldom found in regimental studies and sets a new and exacting standard against which future 

histories of Civil War regiments will certainly be judged.” - Gordon C. Rhea. As new; dust jacket. 

 $29.95  

Hergesheimer, Joseph. SHERIDAN. A MILITARY NARRATIVE. Boston: Houghton 

Mifflin, 1931. 1st trade edition, 381(1)p., frontispiece. A vivid biography, focusing on Philip 
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Sheridan’s wartime experience. Usual toning; chipped dust jacket with light loss; lightly soiled 

and marked dust jacket; else very good. Uncommon in dust jacket. Owner’s inscription, December, 

1931.  $95.00  

Hokanson, Nels. SWEDISH IMMIGRANTS IN LINCOLN’S TIME. NY: Harper & 

Brothers, 1942.1st ed., 259p., Frontispiece, illustrations, foreword by Carl Sandburg. 

Hokanson did fine job of telling the story of a little-known and important immigration to the 

Midwest. He particularly focuses on relations between Swedish immigrants and Lincoln 

personally. An uncommon and valuable volume of Lincolniana. Lightly soiled dust jacket, 

especially on spine; rear dust jacket flap separated but present; otherwise clean and in very good 

condition. This book uncommon in dust jacket!  $85.00  

Hollandsworth, James G., Jr. THE LOUISIANA NATIVE GUARDS: THE BLACK 

MILITARY EXPERIENCE DURING THE CIVIL WAR. Baton Rouge: (1995).1st ed., 

176p., illus., maps. Early in the Civil War, Louisiana’s Confederate government sanctioned a 

militia unit of black troops in response to demands from members of New Orleans’ free black 

population that they be permitted to participate in the defense of their state. These soldiers, the 

Louisiana Native Guards, were used for propaganda purposes and not permitted to fight. After the 

fall of New Orleans, Benjamin F. Butler brought the Native Guards into Federal military service, 

but it was not until May, 1863, that the Native Guards had their first large-scale deployment. This 

remarkable work presents a vivid picture of men eager to prove their courage and ability to a world 

determined to exploit and demean them. As new; dust jacket; signed.  SOLD 

Holzer, Harold & Neely, Mark E., Jr. MINE EYES HAVE SEEN THE GLORY: THE 

CIVIL WAR IN ART. New York: Orion Books, 1993.1st ed., 336p., frontispiece, 

illustrations, 11 1⁄4” x 9 1⁄4”. Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Mark E. Neely and Harold Holzer, 

the nation’s leading expert on Civil War images, teamed up to produce this stunning and definitive 

look at the best and most important artworks from the Civil War. The book not only presents the 

great works of art by great artists like Winslow Homer, Albert Bierstadt, and even Eduard Manet, 

but re-introduces forgotten painters whose art illustrated the war for generations of Americans. 

Here is a unique and astonishing examination of how America saw itself – heroic ideal versus 

harsh reality – both during and after the long, bloody struggle. As new; dust jacket. Signed by 

Harold Holzer.  $45.00  

Holzer, Harold, and Symonds, Craig L. (eds.) THE NEW YORK TIMES COMPLETE 

HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR: 1861-1865. New York: 2010. 510p. 9” X 12”, illustrated, 

photos. Foreword by President Bill Clinton. Accompanying DVD-ROM. An impressive 

compilation of material, organized chronologically from New York Times articles, with a plethora 

of related sidebars and lesser-known anecdotal information. Despite its considerable volume, reads 

easily and rapidly as the volume winds through the path of war to the brink of Reconstruction. 

Heavily illustrated, with photos, sketches, maps, and reproductions of articles as they appeared in 

the newspaper. A most encompassing work. As new; dust jacket. SOLD 

Holzer, Harold. LINCOLN AT COOPER UNION: THE SPEECH THAT MADE 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN. NY: Simon & Schuster, (2004). 1 .; 338p.; illustrated. Signed book 
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plate. Winner of the famed Lincoln Prize! Lincoln, of course, rightly said that this speech helped 

make him president; Harold here explains why. As new.  $55.00  

Hsieh, Wayne Wei-Siang. WEST POINTERS AND THE CIVIL WAR: THE OLD ARMY 

IN WAR AND PEACE. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2009.1st ed., 304p., 

maps. An insightful and original portrait of the American army from 1814 to the end of the Civil 

War, the transformation from militia to professional standing army, and the first book to show how 

the antebellum Army, and especially West Point graduates, affected the course of the Civil War. 

Hsieh demonstrates how the “old army” transformed itself into a professional military force after 

1814, and more important, how “old army” methods profoundly shaped the conduct of the war. 

As new; dust jacket. Signed.  SOLD 

Hubbard, Charles M, editor. LINCOLN, THE LAW AND PRESIDENTIAL 

LEADERSHIP. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2015.1st ed., 214p. From his 

early years as a small-town lawyer through his rise to the presidency, Abraham Lincoln respected 

the rule of law. Secession and the Civil War, however, led him to expand presidential power in 

ways that, over time, transformed American society. In this incisive essay collection, recognized 

scholars from a variety of academic disciplines – including history, political science, legal studies 

and journalism – explore Lincoln’s actions as president and identify within his decision-making 

process the commitment to law and the principles of the Constitution. Contributing scholars 

include Hubbard, Mark Steiner, Frank Williams, Edna Greene Medford, Burrus M. Carnahan, and 

others. As new; in dust jacket.  SOLD 

Hyndman, William. HISTORY OF A CAVALRY COMPANY, A COMPLETE RECORD 

OF COMPANY “A,” 4th PENN’A CAVALRY, AS IDENTIFIED WITH THAT 

REGIMENT, AND WITH THE SECOND BRIGADE, SECOND DIVISION, CAVALRY 

CORPS, IN ALL THE CAMPAIGNS OF THE ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, DURING 

THE LATE CIVIL WAR. Philadelphia: 1870.1st ed., 343p., (Dornbusch- 50). A good, 

observant memoir by an officer in the Cavalry Corps of the Army of the Potomac; includes 

informative appendix. One of the essential Gettysburg resources. The 4th Pennsylvania fought 

Stuart during the cavalry battle of July 3, and Hyndman proclaims “Treason’s backbone was 

broken on the heights of Seminary and Cemetery ridges.” Water stained; light foxing; lightly 

rubbed; light chipping of extremities; else very good.  $475.00  

Kiefer, William R. HISTORY OF THE ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY-THIRD REGIMENT 

PENNSYLVANIA VOLUNTEERS INFANTRY WHICH WAS RECRUITED IN 

NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, PA, 1862-1863. Easton: 1909.1st ed. 352p., frontispiece, 

illustrated, plates. Ports., folding map, (Dornbusch-361). A useful collection of personal 

observations by Kiefer and regimental comrades. The 153rd was in XI Corps at Chancellorsville 

and Gettysburg. Shaken; toning; light chipping of extremities & boards; spine sunned; folding map 

detached but present; else very good.  $150.00  

Klement, Frank L. THE GETTYSBURG SOLDIERS’ CEMETERY AND LINCOLN’s 

ADDRESS. White Maine Pub., 1994. 1 .; 276p.; d.j. Intro. by Steven Rogstad. Klement spent 

23 years researching exactly what did happen at Gettysburg the day Lincoln spoke there. This is a 
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treasure trove of knowledge and informed speculation about the people and events surrounding 

one of America’s greatest speeches. V.g.  SOLD 

Lewis, Lloyd. CAPTAIN SAM GRANT. Boston: Little Brown, 1950.1st ed., 512p., 

frontispiece. The first volume of the best work on Grant of its day, by a superb writer and historian. 

The trilogy was later completed by Bruce Catton with GRANT MOVES SOUTH and GRANT 

TAKES COMMAND. Very good; dust jacket torn approx. 3”, without loss.  $35.00  

Lincoln, Abraham. DISCOVERIES AND INVENTIONS: A LECTURE BY ABRAHAM 

LINCOLN, DELIVERED IN 1860. San Francisco: John Howell, 1915. Ltd. ed., 1000 copies 

on drawing paper. [M-2193] New inventions always claimed Lincoln’s imagination; indeed, he 

is the only president to himself hold a patent. During the war, he pushed promising innovations, 

such as balloon reconnaissance, and even occasionally tested new rifles at the Old Arsenal 

Building at present day Ft. McNair. Here, Lincoln explains his notions of human progress. This is 

his revised lecture from the original of 1858. A useful prefatory note by John Howell included. 

Very good; quite scarce in its slipcase w/ spine label and quite uncommon due to its delicate nature; 

spine sunned as is usual.  $225.00  

[Lincoln Assassination] [Tributes of the Nations] THE ASSASSINATION OF ABRAHAM 

LINCOLN, LATE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AND THE 

ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATION OF WILLIAM H. SEWARD, SECRETARY OF STATE 

AND FREDERICK W. SEWARD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY ON THE EVENING OF 

THE 14TH OF APRIL, 1865. Expressions of Condolence and Sympathy Inspired by these 

Events. Washington: GPO, 1867.1st ed.. Large thick 4to. [2] xxx, 930p with a portrait of 

Lincoln as a frontis. Contemp. Full Turkey morocco, raised bands, gilt lettered spine and 

extensive, elaborate gilt decorations on boards; gilt edges and dentelles. This is one of only 

100 copies bound in full leather. These were issued to each Senator and Congressman of the 39th 

Congress and to each foreign government, plus each entity represented in the book. A thick volume 

of tributes from around the world to the late Abraham Lincoln. Excellent; light rubbing at edges; 

lt. foxing.  $1,500.00  

Locke, William H. THE STORY OF THE REGIMENT. Philadelphia: 1868.1st ed., 401p., 

octavo, (Dornbusch-114). The 11th Pennsylvania Infantry (“The Old Eleventh”), recruited from 

Lycoming, Clinton and Luzerne counties. Includes a vivid recounting of the first day of fighting 

at Gettysburg along north McPherson Ridge, plus eyewitness accounts of two days spent behind 

enemy lines in Gettysburg by the chaplain of the regiment. Follows the regiment through until 

Appomattox. Cracked hinges; light chipping of extremities; toning; light foxing; missing rear end 

page; else good.  $195.00  

Long, E. B. THE SAINTS AND THE UNION: UTAH TERRITORY DURING THE CIVIL 

WAR. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, (1981).1st ed., 310p., illustrations, maps, maps 

on end pages. E. B. “Pete” Long’s work, one of the first to utilize the enormous Mormon archives 

for a Civil War study, covers the difficulties between church and government in making Utah a 

state, and fascinating chapters in the history of the Indian Wars are revealed. Ground- breaking 

work. Very good; dust jacket.  $40.00  
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Lonn, Ella. RECONSTRUCTION IN LOUISIANA AFTER 1868. New York: 1918.1st ed., 

538p. maps. A micro-study of Reconstruction in a single state by a leading scholar on the 

Confederate economy. While this work sits within the lately discredited “Dunning School” of 

Reconstruction scholarship, it is intensely researched, and occupies a permanent place in the 

history of the war and Reconstruction. Very light wear; else very good. Uncommon.  $225.00  

Lyle, William W. LIGHTS AND SHADOWS OF ARMY LIFE; OR, PEN PICTURES 

FROM THE BATTLEFIELD, THE CAMP, AND THE HOSPITAL... Cincinnati: 1865.1st 

ed., 403p., octavo, (Dornbusch-137). Good information on hospitals and religious life in this 

western regiment. The 11th Ohio belonged to Kanahwa Division and XIV Corps – Chickamauga 

& Chattanooga. Soil; foxing; chips inside boards; missing rear end page; ex-library; else very 

good.  $150.00  

Magdol, Edward. OWEN LOVEJOY: ABOLITIONIST IN CONGRESS. New Brunswick, 

NJ: 1967.1st ed., 493p., frontispiece. Good biography of the Illinois minister turned 

congressman; sometime-ally, sometime-rival of Lincoln. A necessary title for understanding a man 

who knew and shaped Lincoln. Very good; dust jacket.  $45.00  

Main, Edward M. THE STORY OF THE MARCHES, BATTLES AND INCIDENTS OF 

THE THIRD UNITED STATES COLORED CAVALRY, A FIGHTING REGIMENT IN 

THE WAR OF THE REBELLION, 1861-5. New York: 1970. Reprint, 321p., ft., illus. Scarce 

reprint of one of the scarcest of regimental histories, this work documents the services of this little-

known black cavalry regiment in the Mississippi valley. Very good.  SOLD 

MAINE AT GETTYSBURG: REPORT OF THE MAINE COMMISSIONERS PREPARED 

BY THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. Gettysburg: (1994). 2nd edition, 602p., frontispiece, 

plates, maps on end pages. Originally published in 1898, this is the best source of information on 

the participation of Maine units at Gettysburg. It contains monument dedications, speeches by 

many commanding officers and battle participants including: Generals Joshua Lawrence 

Chamberlain, Selden Conner, Charles Hamlin and Rev. Theodore Gerrish. It includes information 

on the following Maine units at Gettysburg: 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 16th, 17th, 19th and 20th Maine 

Infantry; 10th Maine Battalion; 1st Maine Cavalry; Company D, 2nd U.S. Sharpshooters; and 

Hall’s 2nd Maine Battery, Steven’s 5th Maine Battery and Dow’s 6th Maine Battery. As new. 

 $45.00  

Mallon, Thomas. HENRY AND CLARA: A NOVEL. NY: Ticknor & Fields, (1994). 358p.; 

d.j. A charming and well-written book on these tragic figures who shared the booth at Ford’s 

Theatre on the fateful evening of April 14 , 1865. Mellon is well-attuned to the facts of the lives 

of Henry Rathbone and Clara Harris as he weaves a story that feels real to us grounded in the 

historical world. As new.  $35.00  

Mann, A. W. HISTORY OF THE FORTY-FIFTH REGIMENT MASSACHUSETTS 

VOLUNTEER MILITIA... Boston: 1908. 562p., illustrations, device on cover, (Dornbusch – 

MA – 366). A history of “The Cadet Regiment.” A contributory work with an enormous amount 

of information on the regiment’s service in North Carolina. V aluable material on battles at 
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Goldsboro and Kinston. Hinges shaken; light chipping of extremities; 2” tear at top of front hinge; 

else very good. Inscribed and signed by Charles R. Codman, colonel of the regiment (pictured). 

 $225.00  

Marks, J. J. THE PENINSULAR CAMPAIGN IN VIRGINIA; OR, INCIDENTS AND 

SCENES ON THE BATTLEFIELDS AND IN RICHMOND. Philadelphia: 1864.1st ed., 

444p., frontispiece, illustrated, octavo, (Dornbusch-195). This volume is a war-dated collection 

of eyewitness scenes by an observant Pennsylvania chaplain. The author belonged to the 63rd 

Pennsylvania Infantry commanded by Alexander Hays, which fought with Hooker’s division 

during the campaign. War-dated books are not just primary sources but relics of the war. Here is a 

volume written and read by people who did not know how the war would end. They provide an 

inside look into what Americans thought of the war while it was happening. Light foxing; else 

very good & bright.  $175.00  

Matter, William D. IF IT TAKES ALL SUMMER: THE BATTLE OF SPOTSYLVANIA. 

Chapel Hill: 1988.1st ed., 455p., illustrations, maps. William Matter produced this essential 

book on the cusp of the recent golden age of writing about the Overland Campaign of 1864. Later 

titles by Gordon Rhea and A. Wilson Greene owe much to this ground-breaking work. An 

exceptional study, this is one of the most detailed accounts of the Spotsylvania campaign, centering 

around the desperate fight for Bloody Angle. Very good; in lightly sunned dust jacket.  $40.00  

McBride, Robert W. PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN BY A 

MEMBER OF HIS BODYGUARD. Indianapolis: 1926. Ltd. ed. of 500 copies, 78p., ft., illus.; 

spine label. Includes an introduction by Albert J. Beveridge, this reminiscence also contains a 

history of the Union Light Guard and roster. [M2859]. Excellent; scarce.  $125.00  

McCarty, Burke. THE SUPPRESSED TRUTH ABOUT THE ASSASSINATION OF 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN. Phila.: B. McCarty, 1924. [2nd ed.], 255p. [M2589] A self- described 

“Ex-Romanist(’s)” conspiracy theory that Jesuits carried out the assassination. “In all the bloody 

history of the Papacy...was there concentrated such a multitude of reasons for (Lincoln’s) 

annihilation by that system.” Kentucky Historian William H. Townsend’s copy (bookplate). Quite 

uncommon. Very good.  $95.00  

McCaslin, Richard B., PORTRAITS OF CONFLICT: A PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF 

TENNESSEE IN THE CIVIL WAR. Fayetteville: 2007.1st ed., 398p., Illus. Part of the 

photographic series organized by state in the conflict. Given this specificity, each volume is able 

to delve into greater detail with photographic material, as well as present a more human side to 

those embroiled in battle. Nice narrative explicating the images, and the appendix contains 

multiple biographical sketches on key participants in the battles of Tennessee. The early history of 

the burgeoning industry, particularly in the Volunteer State, is traced as a partial explanation of 

the proclivity of photographs in this book. Creased front end page; else near fine; dust jacket. 

 $95.00  

McClellan, H. B. THE LIFE AND CAMPAIGNS OF J.E.B. STUART, COMMANDER OF 

THE CAVALRY OF THE ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA. Boston and New York: 
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1885. 1st ed., 468p., ft., fold. maps. (Howes M-16). McClellan is an important first generation 

work on J.E.B. Stuart, and much sought after. Oft re- printed under the title I Rode With J.E.B. 

Stuart, Major McClellan’s original edition is exceedingly hard to find. “By all accounts, 

(McClellan) is the most reliable and persuasive portrait of Stuart offered by a contemporary, and 

it is indispensable for any thorough knowledge of the great Confederate cavalryman.” - Goodreads. 

Previous owner’s stamp; shaken front hinge; lightly soiled boards; lightly chipped extremities; 

very light foxing; else very good. Scarce with all seven folding maps present!  SOLD 

Meyer, Howard N. COLONEL OF THE BLACK REGIMENT: THE LIFE OF THOMAS 

WENTWORTH HIGGINSON. New York: 1967.1st ed., 346p., ft., illus. Biography of the 

transcendentalist soldier and author of “Army Life in a Black Regiment”. Lightly sunned; else 

very good in dust jacket.  $35.00  

Milner, Duncan C., Rev. LINCOLN AND LIQUOR. Chicago: W. P. Blessing Co., (1926). 

Second (best) edition with Supplement. 155p. [M2469] Facts showing that Lincoln was opposed 

to liquor. This edition is valuable in giving further evidence as to these facts that surfaced in 

subsequent books and through further research. Very good.  $55.00  

Morford, Henry. RED TAPE AND PIGEON-HOLE GENERALS: AS SEEN FROM THE 

RANKS DURING A CAMPAIGN IN THE ARMY OF THE POTOMAC. New York: 1864. 

318p., octavo. A delightful war-dated tongue-in-cheek "expose"of Federal leadership as told from 

the point of view of a private in the Eastern theater. Vignettes of camp life with glimpses of 

sarcasm aimed at the competency of army “brass.” Contemporaneous Civil War “humor,” 

including jabs at the honesty of the divisional sutler to the sagacity of the decisions of the “pigeon- 

hole” mindsets of the higher ranks of the army. Unusual and entertaining. Light foxing; else very 

good.  $175.00  

Mudd, Nettie, ed. THE LIFE OF DR. SAMUEL A. MUDD: CONTAINING HIS LETTERS 

FROM FORT JEFFERSON, DRY TORTUGAS ISLAND...WITH STATEMENTS OF 

MRS. SAMUEL A. MUDD, DR. SAMUEL A. MUDD AND EDWARD SPANGLER 

REGARDING THE ASSASSINATION...ALSO DIARY OF JOHN WILKES BOOTH. New 

York: The Neal Publishing Co., 1906. 1st. ed., 326p., ft., illus.; t.e.g. Scarce. Howes, M1507; 

Krick 333. Very good; tight; lt. rub; lt. wear.  SOLD 

Neely, Mark E. THE ABRAHAM LINCOLN ENCYCLOPEDIA. (New York: c1997). 356p., 

illus. An essential reference work for every Lincoln bookshelf. “...a reference work that truly 

merits that overworked adjective, indispensable.” (James M. McPherson); “...a major 

achievement.” (Harold Holzer). Scarce in cloth and dust jacket. Excellent. An “Essential” 

reference long out-of-print!  $150.00  

Neely, Mark E., Jr., and Holzer, Harold. THE LINCOLN FAMILY ALBUM: 

PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE PERSONAL COLLECTION OF A HISTORIC 

AMERICAN FAMILY. Garden City, NY: 1990. 1st ed., 172p., illus., illus. eps. A superb 

collection of 120 family photographs and personal letters, found among the personal effects of 

Robert Todd Lincoln Beckwith (Lincoln’s last direct descendant) when he died in 1985. Published 
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for the first time in book form with an excellent text by two noted Lincoln scholars, this is an 

intimate view of the members of a legendary American family. Signed by both/ Excellent; d.j 

 SOLD 

New York Monuments Commission for the Battlefields of Gettysburg and Chattanooga. 

FINAL REPORT OF THE BATTLEFIELD OF GETTYSBURG. Albany: 1900. 3 

volumes,1st ed. of 3000 sets, plates, pocket maps. Informative compilation honoring regiments 

from the Empire State at the great battle. Includes numerous first-hand accounts by New York 

soldiers. Perhaps the best publication on the battle from a state veterans’ commission. Volumes 

such as these are the resources to learn about the monuments on the battlefield. Stories and 

speeches include detailed battle accounts, memories of the war, and political attitudes from the 

war and of the day. Essential references. Volume I: Front hinge weak and rear hinge starting; 

sunned; lightly mottled, especially at the bottom of boards; light foxing. Volume II: Front hinge 

weak & rear hinge cracked; sunned; lightly mottled like volume I. Volume III: Hinges starting but 

still strong; sunned; lightly mottled like Volumes I & II; lightly chipped and torn on front hinge; 

Altogether, this is a fairly sturdy reading copy with all volumes useful, the boards and devices 

clean with bright gilt lettering, and all five folding maps present. Very good condition overall. 

 $350.00  

Nichols, David. LINCOLN AND THE INDIANS: CIVIL WAR POLICY AND POLITICS. 

U. of Missouri Pr., 1978. 1 .; 223p.; d.j. Nichols explains that for Lincoln Indian affairs were 

enmeshed in a labyrinth of financial, political, military, and social problems. Certainly this topic 

is quite relevant to today’s discussions of Lincoln. Excellent.  SOLD 

Niebaum, John H. HISTORY OF THE PITTSBURGH WASHINGTON INFANTRY 102nd 

(OLD 13th) REGIMENT PENNSYLVANIA VETERAN VOLUNTEERS AND ITS 

FOREBEARS... (Pittsburgh): 1931.1st ed., 325p., illustrated, roster, (Dornbusch- 117). The 

pride of Pittsburgh from Fort Meigs to World War I. The greater part of this history of a famous 

Pennsylvania militia unit is, of course, its Civil War career as the 102nd Pennsylvania Veteran 

Volunteers, a VI Corps regiment which saw battles from Williamsburg and Fair Oaks, to 

Gettysburg, Wilderness, Cold Harbor and Sheridan’s Valley Campaign. Richly illustrated with 

portraits, relics, dress uniforms, and “Dog Jack,” the regimental bull dog. Privately printed and 

quite scarce. Lightly toned; else near fine with minimal shelf wear. $225.00  

Niven, John. SALMON P. CHASE: A BIOGRAPHY. (Oxford: 1995) 1st. ed., 544p., d.j.; 

illus. Chase was a leader in the fight to end slavery, a brilliant administrator who, as Lincoln’s 

Secretary of the Treasury, provided crucial funding for a costly expensive war, the Chief Justice 

of the Supreme Court during the turmoil of Reconstruction; and the presiding officer of the 

impeachment trial of President Andrew Johnson. Yet he was also a complex figure, a paradoxical 

blend of idealism and ambition.  $75.00  

Nye, Wilbur Sturtevant. HERE COME THE REBELS! Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 

University Press, (1965).1st ed., 412p., maps. The story of Lee’s invasion of Pennsylvania in 

1863, with emphasis on Ewell’s Corps. Valuable in-depth looks at battles such as Winchester and 

Aldie contribute to the history of the campaign. The decisions of Union General Darius Couch in 
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defending Harrisburg also receive the necessary examination usually absent from books that focus 

on the great battle. Excellent maps of the various movements. Very good; lightly chipped dust 

jacket.  SOLD 

Oates, Stephen B. ABRAHAM LINCOLN: THE MAN BEHIND THE MYTHS. New York: 

1984. 1st ed., 160p. d.j. Signed. The Pulitzer-winning author’s biographical study examines and 

compares the mythical and historical Lincoln. V.g.; sunned spine.  $65.00  

Oates, Stephen B. OUR FIERY TRIAL: ABRAHAM LINCOLN, JOHN BROWN, AND 

THE CIVIL WAR ERA. Amherst: 1979. 1st ed., 150p. A collection of insightful and 

interrelated essays, examining and sometimes criticizing popular interpretations of the war put 

forth by authors such as Carl Sandburg and William Styron. V.g.; d.j.  $45.00  

Paradis, James M. STRIKE THE BLOW FOR FREEDOM: THE 6TH UNITED STATES 

COLORED INFANTRY IN THE CIVIL WAR. (Shippensburg: 1998).1st ed., 203p., ft., 

illus., maps. This regiment saw action at Petersburg and Ft. Fisher, but their greatest ordeal and 

demonstration of courage came during the Battle of New Market Heights, where three of their 

number earned the Congressional Medal of Honor. "The Civil War regimental history is an ideal 

means of linking together the experiences of the ordinary soldier and the decisions of higher levels 

of command. James Paradis has done that job right with his history of the 6th U.S.C.A., and he 

has put the story fully into the context of African American history as well." - Russell F. Weigley. 

Includes informative and detailed statistical tables and graphs, and a muster roll. As new; dust 

jacket.  SOLD 

Patterson, Robert. A NARRATIVE OF THE CAMPAIGN IN THE VALLEY OF THE 

SHENANDOAH, IN 1861. Philadelphia: 1865. “Large Paper” edition of 100 copies, 128p., 

map. Robert Patterson’s failure to detain Joseph Johnston in the Shenandoah Valley played a 

major role in the Union defeat at 1st Bull Run. Although this apologia for his performance has been 

called “unconvincing,” Gen. Patterson’s explication is a valuable addition to history. The Large 

Paper Edition is hard to find, and this copy has been beautifully rebound in brown cloth with 

leather spine label; excellent condition and handsome!  $150.00  

Pendel, Thomas F. [1824 – 1909; White House Door-Keeper] THIRTY-SIX YEARS IN THE 

WHITE HOUSE: LINCOLN – ROOSEVELT. Washington: Neale Publishing Co., st 1902. 1 

.; 176p.; illustrated with presidential portraits. Pendel served ten presidents and had 

experienced the assassinations of Lincoln, Garfield, and McKinley -- even assisting the 

apprehension of a man with a gun perhaps after Chester Arthur. Filled with numerous anecdotes 

and insights into the personalities of those living and working in the White House. The front board 

is illustrated with the signatures of each of the presidents he served. Quite scarce! Very good; small 

dent to bottom of spine; ft. hng. Weak; previous owner’s bookplate.  $475.00  

PENNSYLVANIA AT ANTIETAM. REPORT OF THE BATTLEFIELD MEMORIAL 

COMMISSION OF PENNSYLVANIA, AND CEREMONIES AT THE DEDICATION OF 

THE MONUMENTS ERECTED...TO MARK THE...THIRTEEN....PENNSYLVANIA 

COMMANDS ENGAGED IN THE BATTLE. Harrisburg: 1906.1st ed., 260p., frontispiece, 
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illustrated, maps, folding map., (Dornbusch- 1996). Much material on the dedication of the 

memorials – speeches, verse, etc. Light chipping of extremities; fox; colorful folding map in fine 

condition; else very good.  $175.00  

Perret, Geoffrey. LINCOLN’S WAR: THE UNTOLD STORY OF AMERICA’S 

GREATEST PRESIDENT AS COMMANDER IN CHIEF. NY: Random, House, (2004).1st 

ed., 470p., illustrations. The celebrated biographer of U. S. Grant turns his analysis to Abraham 

Lincoln and his work as commander-in-chief. The reader sees the war unfold as Lincoln saw it. 

The far-ranging account casts new light on Lincoln and his generals, his admirals, his controversial 

Secretary of War, Edwin Stanton, and his outspoken confidant Gideon Welles. It was Lincoln who 

created the role of Commander-in-chief as we understand it today, and he did it on the fly. Perret’s 

work helps us understand that. As new; dust jacket  $35.00  

Peterson, Merrill D. LINCOLN IN AMERICAN MEMORY. NY: Oxford U. Press, 1994. 1 

.; 482p.; d.j. Doing what he did for Thomas Jefferson, Peterson offers an assessment of the vast 

Lincoln literature – a trustworthy guide to that enormous store of history and myth. Comprehensive 

(to its publication), perceptive, and highly readable. V.g.; d.j.  SOLD 

Pfanz, Harry W. GETTYSBURG - THE FIRST DAY. Chapel Hill: (2001).1st ed., 528p. 

(approx.), illustrations, maps. Harry Pfanz, the former historian at Gettysburg National Military 

Park and author of two classic books on the battle, presents a deeply researched, definitive account 

of the events of July 1, 1863. After sketching the background of the Gettysburg campaign and 

recounting the events immediately preceding the battle, Pfanz offers a detailed tactical description 

of the first day's fighting. He describes the engagements in the McPherson Woods, at the Railroad 

Cuts, on Oak Ridge, on Seminary Ridge, and at Blocher's Knoll, as well as the retreat of Union 

forces through Gettysburg and the Federal rally on Cemetery Hill. He draws on deep research in 

published and archival sources to challenge some of the common assumptions about the battle - 

for example, that Richard Ewell's failure to press an attack at Cemetery Hill late on the first day 

ultimately cost the Confederacy the battle. Very good; dust jacket.  SOLD 

Pfanz, Harry W. GETTYSBURG: CULP’S HILL AND CEMETERY HILL. Chapel Hill: 

1993.1st ed., illustrations, maps. A worthy follow up to Pfanz’s classic Gettysburg – The Second 

Day. The comprehensive history of the second day at Gettysburg is completed with detailed 

accounts of the fighting on Cemetery Hill and Culp’s Hill, including the fighting on the morning 

of July 3. Appendices on Spanger’s Spring and Culp’s Hill controversies round out an unmatched 

military analysis. Near fine; dust jacket.  SOLD 

Pillsbury, Albert E. LINCOLN AND SLAVERY. Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin, 

1913.1st ed., 96p., (Monaghan 2101). Lincoln’s attitude proved by his actions and words. Revised 

from a Lincoln centennial address made at Howard University in 1909. Pillsbury draws Lincoln 

as a complex character and insists that this complexity be recognized in the evaluation of his 

actions regarding slavery. Ultimately, Pillsbury finds Lincoln a genius of abolition, inspired by 

God. Rough cut pages with deckled edges. Light shelf wear; else near fine. Bright boards with 

bright gilt.  SOLD 
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Piston, William Garrett, and Sweeney, Thomas P. PORTRAITS OF CONFLICT: A 

PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF MISSOURI IN THE CIVIL WAR. Fayetteville: 2009.1st 

ed., 347p., illus. As a retired physician and respected collector of artifacts, Sweeny adds his 

medical expertise to the mix in a chapter devoted solely to medical practices during the War in this 

border state. The agony of Missourians in dealing with tested loyalty come out in this volume in 

the series. Justly so, attention is directed at the guerilla war in the state, as such key figures 

(William Quantrill, “Bloody Bill” Anderson, and Jesse James) rise to prominence. As new; dust 

jacket.  SOLD 

Pride, Mike, and Travis, Mike. MY BRAVE BOYS: TO WAR WITH COLONEL CROSS 

AND THE FIGHTING FIFTH. Hanover: (2001).1st ed.., 323p., illustrations, maps. Two 

thousand regiments fought in Union armies during the Civil War. None suffered more deaths in 

battle than the Fifth New Hampshire Volunteers. At the center of this regiment's searing experience 

is Colonel Edward Cross, a journalist and adventurer who infused the Fifth with his formidable 

personality. The two authors spent eight years digging for the story of Cross and his men in letters, 

diaries, memoirs, official records, and newspaper accounts. The result is a military history 

unfolded in human terms, as the men themselves experienced it. Cross’s story ends in the 

Wheatfield at Gettysburg as his regiment is decimated in the intense fighting. "No Union regiment 

is more deserving of a freshly researched history than the Fifth New Hampshire. In My Brave Boys 

the 'Fighting Fifth' and its remarkable colonel, Edward E. Cross, finally get their due." - Stephen 

W. Sears. "My Brave Boys is a superb regimental history. It tells the important story of the Fifth 

New Hampshire, a story that closely parallels that of the First Minnesota, and it does so 

wonderfully well. I highly recommend it." - Richard Moe. As new; dust jacket.  $40.00  

Prowell, George R. ENCOUNTER AT HANOVER: PRELUDE TO GETTYSBURG. 

Shippensburg: 1985. 2nd edition, 274p., illustrations, maps. A handsome reprint of the fine 1962 

history of the Battle of Hanover, June 30, 1863. Rich in local detail and a good history of Stuart’s 

Cavalry in action on the way to Gettysburg. Excellent; in dust jacket.  $25.00  

Pula, James S. THE SIGEL REGIMENT: A HISTORY OF THE TWENTY-SIXTH 

WISCONSIN VOLUNTEER INFANTRY, 1862-1865. Campbell, CA: Savas Beatie, 

(l998).1st ed.., 485p., illustrations, maps. The 26th Wisconsin was mustered into service in 

Milwaukee on September 17, 1862, the bloodiest day in American history. Composed primarily 

of German immigrants and Badgers of German descent, the 26th fought its way into the record 

books as one of Fox’s “Fighting 300” regiments. Part of XI Corps, the 26th’s service spanned three 

years, having their battlefield debut at Chancellorsville. They then saw action at Gettysburg, 

Chattanooga, Knoxville, the Atlanta Campaign, the March to the Sea, the Carolinas and at 

Bentonville. This, the first history of this unit written in English, contains informative appendices, 

including the roster and biographical sketches. Near fine; very good dust jacket; scarce, and signed 

by the author.  $75.00  

Rhea, Gordon C.; photographs by Heisey, Chris E. IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF GRANT AND 

LEE: THE WILDERNESS THROUGH COLD HARBOR. Baton Rouge: (2007).1st ed., 

134p., illustrations, maps. A blend of narrative and photographic journalism from Gordon C. 

Rhea (the foremost authority on the Overland Campaign) and Chris E. Heisey (a leading 
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photographer of Civil War battlefields) which provides a stunning, stirring account of this deadly 

game between the war’s foremost commanders. “This beautifully produced book brings together 

a narrative by the best historian of the Overland campaign and splendid contemporary photographs 

of the ground where Grant’s and Lee’s armies marched and fought.” - -- Gary W. Gallagher. “The 

Rhea-Heisey combination brings together two of the leading practitioners in their respective fields 

to emphasize the significance of that historic ground in central Virginia. Their crisp prose and 

matchless photography chronicle one of the war’s landmark campaigns. The crowded field of Civil 

War publishing could use more volumes like this one.” --- Robert K. Krick. “This is a unique and 

an inspiring book.” --- James I. Robertson, Jr. Signed by Rhea on bookplate; as new; dust jacket. 

 SOLD 

Sauers, Richard Allen. THE GETTYSBURG CAMPAIGN, JUNE 3-AUGUST 1, 1863. A 

COMPREHENSIVE, SELECTIVELY ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. Westport: 1982. 

277p. Features 2,757 entries, plus appendices and index. An invaluable reference; it should be in 

every serious Gettysburg library. As new.  $45.00  

Schildt, John W. ROADS FROM GETTYSBURG. N.p.: 1979. 174p., illustrations, maps. 

Companion work to Roads to Gettysburg covers the return of both armies to the Potomac July 4-

14 , with both soldier and civilian perspectives. Schildt writes both books with an appreciation of 

infrastructure and movement. We encounter those who watched the armies come and go. Very 

good; dust jacket; signed by author.  $75.00  

Schildt, John W. ROADS TO GETTYSBURG. West Virginia: 1978.1st ed., 582p., maps, 

illustrations. An account of the prelude to Gettysburg, treating the movements of both armies. See 

Roads From Gettysburg. These books are essential companions. Very good; dust jacket. $85.00  

Schneller, Robert John, Jr. A QUEST FOR GLORY: A BIOGRAPHY OF REAR 

ADMIRAL JOHN A. DAHLGREN. Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1996.1st ed., 432p., 

illustrations, maps. Ambition fueled John A. Dahlgren’s controversial rise to eminence during 

the Civil War era. While he ranks with the foremost contributors to the American naval tradition 

and is known as the “father of American naval ordnance”, personal conflicts and the lack of major 

victories at sea nearly obscured his historic legacy. This rich, balanced portrait examines in 

exhaustive detail Dahlgren’s quixotic, frustrating quest for glory and power. Drawing on 

Dahlgren’s meticulously kept diaries and records and recently unearthed family papers, Schneller 

describes the admiral’s many technical triumphs as well as the plots, duels, intrigue and betrayal 

that plagued Dahlgren’s life. This assiduously-researched work fills a vast hole in the literature of 

American naval history and provides a rare look inside the tormented psyche of a great man. Very 

good; dust jacket.  SOLD 

Severance, Ben H., A PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF ALABAMA IN THE CIVIL WAR. 

Fayetteville: 2012.1st ed., 387p., illus., While the state itself did not witness a lot of fighting, 

Alabamians, to the tune of over 100,000, fought in Confederate units during the course of the War 

throughout the South. It may surprise some to know that soldiers from Alabama regiments fought 

in the battles at Sharpsburg, Chickamauga, Chancellorsville, and at the siege of Vicksburg. One 
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entry in a diary of a Tuscaloosa soldier, after the twin disasters at Vicksburg and Gettysburg, reads: 

“the confederacy totters to its destruction.” As new; dust jacket. $65.00  

Simon, Paul. LINCOLN’S PREPARATION FOR GREATNESS: THE ILLINOIS 

LEGISLATIVE YEARS. Urbana: 1971. 2nd ed.; 335p.; d.j. Signed “With Best Wishes” An 

extraordinarily fine study of these formative political years for Lincoln, by this excellent journalist, 

historian, and political animal (U.S. Senator, etc.). V.g.; lt. chipping to d.j. SOLD 

Simpson, Brooks D. ULYSSES S. GRANT: TRIUMPH OVER ADVERSITY, 1822-1865. 

Boston: (1999).1st ed., 544p. Washington, Lincoln, Grant - these were once the triumvirate of 

American nationalism. But, like his tomb on the Hudson, Grant's reputation had once fallen into 

disrepair, and the image most Americans held of him is a caricature of an insensitive butcher as a 

general, an incompetent bumbler as president and a drunk. Brooks Simpson is neither an apologist 

nor a critic, but is convinced that this portrait of Grant "was not a man whom Grant's 

contemporaries would find recognizable." Grant was not only a great general, but he wrote one of 

the greatest memoirs in military history. As General Sherman said, he was a mystery to everyone, 

including himself. Grant was a tangle of opposing qualities - a relentless warrior but a generous 

victor...a genius who utilized uncommon common sense. He was also one of the only Civil War 

generals who came to understand that the conflict was not just over preserving the Union, but over 

destroying slavery as well. As new; dust jacket. A very handsome copy!  SOLD 

Simpson, Harold B., HOOD’S TEXAS BRIGADE: 4 VOLUME SET. Fort Worth: 1999. 2nd 

printing, 4 volumes, illustrated, in slip case. Nobody knew more about, or conducted more 

research on Hood’s Texas Brigade than Colonel Harold B. Simpson. This handsome reprint of his 

life work includes:  

A COMPENDIUM. 614p. Thorough listing of all (known) members of the Brigade’s 7,268 

members in the 72 separate companies. Illustrated with photos, many of which prior to the 1st 

printing of this work (1977) had not before been published.  

IN POETRY AND SONG. 296p. The folklore of the Brigade, replete with contemporary songs 

unique to Hood’s men. Appendix contains little-known anecdotes and stories involving the 

emergent culture of Hood’s Brigade, clearly strongly “pro-Confederate.”  

LEE’S GRENADIER GUARD. 512p. Perhaps the major image most historians conjure up with 

respect to “The Gallant Hood,” is that to Lee, Hood's role was nearly indispensable. His brigade 

were the “shock troops.” They were often the first to advance, and the last to retreat from battle. 

In the end, at Appomattox, only 473 of the estimated 4,000 in Hood’s three regiments were left to 

surrender. A compelling and dramatic re-telling of the bravery of these Texans who fought in some 

of the most significant⎯and costly⎯battles of the War; specifically, Chickamauga, Antietam, and 

Gettysburg.  

IN REUNION AND MEMORY. 369p. A logical place for the story of the Brigade to terminate. 

As with many wanting to reminisce and meet old acquaintances, Hood’s men hung in there and 
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formed associations and reunions for the surviving. Quite an active organization, these events were 

held at multiple locations across the state of Texas well into the twentieth century. Various 

memoranda and letters are included in this accounting. Priced as a set. Light edgewear of dust 

jackets; slip case beginning to split; else near fine.  $175.00  

Smith, Donald. THE TWENTY-FOURTH MICHIGAN OF THE IRON BRIGADE. 

Harrisburg: Stackpole, (1962).1st ed.., 312p., illustrations, maps. A hard-to- find volume for 

any Black Hat collection. This Detroit regiment responded to Lincoln’s second call and became 

one of the finest units in the Army of the Potomac. As part of the Iron Brigade the 24th suffered 

80% casualties on the first day of Gettysburg. Near fine; near fine dust jacket. An uncommonly 

nice copy!  SOLD 

Starr, John W., Jr. LINCOLN’S LAST DAY. New York: 1922. 1st ed., 100p., ft., illus. 

[M2604] A fine account of Lincoln’s activities on the day of the assassination, with an excellent 

bibliography. Very good; lt. sun spine; stain inside boards/flyleaves.  $100.00  

Stribling, Robert M. GETTYSBURG CAMPAIGN AND CAMPAIGNS OF 1864 AND 1865 

IN VIRGINIA. Petersburg: 1905.1st ed., 308p. Well-organized. A good primary source by a 

Confederate artillery officer. Scarce, and too often overlooked (Stribling was a companion to E.P. 

Alexander). Rubbed & bumped; weak front hinge; lightly frayed; gouged & mottled on boards, 

but still bright; else good. SOLD 

Swanson, James L. MANHUNT: THE TWELVE-DAY CHASE FOR LINCOLN’S 

KILLER. (New York: 2006). 1st ed., 448p., illus., illus., maps. Signed. Based on rare archival 

materials, obscure trial transcripts, and Lincoln’s own blood relics, this full documented work is a 

fascinating tale of murder and intrigue. “His beautifully crafted narrative commands the reader’s 

interest from start to finish ---and, most important, he gets it right, down to the smallest detail.” --

- Ed Steers, Jr. Excellent; illustrated boards with original wrapper.  $75.00  

Swanson, James L., and Weinberg, Daniel R. LINCOLN’S ASSASSINS --- THEIR TRIAL 

AND EXECUTION: AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY. (Santa Fe: 2001). 1st ed., 160p., ft., 

illus. Signed by both (inscribed upon request by Daniel). This illustrated history of the arrest, 

trial, and execution of Booth’s cronies presents an unprecedented visual record of almost 300 

contemporary photographs, documents, prints, woodcuts, newspapers, pamphlets, books, and 

artifacts, many unpublished. “Vivid and haunting...authoritative and riveting.” --- Harold Holzer. 

Signed; as new; d.j.  $85.00  

Symonds, Craig L. AMERICAN HERITAGE HISTORY OF THE BATTLE OF 

GETTYSBURG. (New York: 2001).1st ed., 320p., illustrations, maps. Beginning with 

Chancellorsville, which set the stage for Robert E. Lee's second invasion of the North, and 

concluding with Lee's escape across the Potomac, Craig L. Symonds' brilliant new narrative details 

the pivotal campaign when two armies struggled in a virtual death grip across a dozen square miles 

of rolling Pennsylvania countryside. Symonds encapsulates the grand sweep of strategy of both 

sides and draws upon a wealth of letters, diaries, and memoirs of those who were on the front lines. 

Richly illustrated with nearly 300 photographs, color paintings, and illustrations accompanying 
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the text, this is the story of Gettysburg as it has never been told before. "Even those who know 

much about Gettysburg will be unable to put this book down; newcomers will become hooked on 

the Civil War. Both the lucid narrative and superb illustrations are unmatched in drama and 

richness." - James M. McPherson. As new; dust jacket; signed.  $65.00  

Temple, Wayne C. ABRAHAM LINCOLN: FROM SKEPTIC TO PROPHET. Mahomet: 

1995. 1st., 446p., illus. Signed. “...the best book ever written about Abraham Lincoln’s religious 

views...this fascinating book is based on total mastery of the sources on Abraham Lincoln, and it 

will offer revelations even to those who have studied Lincoln for years.” - David Herbert Donald. 

“His unsentimental analysis of Mary Todd Lincoln, especially the peculiar circumstances 

surrounding her wedding, will raise many eyebrows.” - Michael Burlingame. As new; d.jSOLD 

Temple, Wayne C. LINCOLN’S SURGEONS AT HIS ASSASSINATION: AND OTHER 

INTERESTING FIGURES WITH A LINCOLN CONNECTION. Mayhaven Pub., 2015. 1st 

ed.; 224p.; d.j. Signed. This doyen of Lincoln studies has used his masterful research skills to 

bring to light new and interesting information. As new. Just read it!! $40.00  

Thomas, Benjamin P. LINCOLN’S NEW SALEM. Chicago: Lincoln’s New Salem 

Enterprises, Inc., 1966. 2nd edition (1st  Borzoi edition), revised and expanded, illustrations, 

(Monaghan 3456 variant). Drawings by Romaine Proctor. New introduction by Ralph G. 

Newman. The story of New Salem, revised from the original, reset, and printed from new plates. 

Aside from its connection to Abraham Lincoln, New Salem is important as an example of a typical 

pioneer village. There were hundreds like it. Some survived; others died as it did. It is one of the 

few whose founding, growth, and decline can be minutely traced. The story of the restoration of 

the town is here given in full detail. Paul Angle called the book “a little gem of Lincoln literature.” 

Inscribed and signed by the author to noted Lincoln collector Louis H. Max. Very good; dust 

jacket chipped and faded.  SOLD 

Thompson, B. F. HISTORY OF THE 112TH REGIMENT OF ILLINOIS VOLUNTEER 

INFANTRY IN THE GREAT WAR OF THE REBELLION, 1862-1865. Toulon, IL: 

1885.1st ed., 480p. 3⁄4 leather, (Dornbusch-333). Retrospective narrative of this XXIII Corps 

regiment from being “ordered to the front” until mustering out in 1865. Contains a candid 

description of life in a confederate prison from a George W. Nicholas of the regiment. 

Considerable attention to the regiment’s involvements in the Atlanta campaign and in the battles 

in Tennessee at Franklin and Nashville. Cracked front hinge; Fading at edges. Tear in upper spine; 

chipped extremities; scuffed but vibrantly marbled boards.  $395.00  

Tidwell, William A., with Hall, James O., and Gaddy, David Winfred. COME 

RETRIBUTION: THE CONFEDERATE SECRET SERVICE AND THE 

ASSASSINATION OF LINCOLN. Jackson and London: (1988). 1st ed., 510p., illus., maps. 

A landmark work in the historiography of the Lincoln assassination, showing that the Confederacy 

was much more involved in anti-Lincoln scheming and that Booth had stronger ties to the 

Confederate Secret Service than previously believed. Excellent; d.j.  SOLD 
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Trudeau, Noah Andre. BLOODY ROADS SOUTH: THE WILDERNESS TO COLD 

HARBOR MAY-JUNE 1864. Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1989.1st ed., 354p., 

illustrations, maps. One of the great chroniclers of the war in the east, Noah Andrew Trudeau 

began his Civil War writing career looking at the great battles between U. S. Grant and Robert E. 

Lee during May and June of 1864. This is a riveting story that places the reader behind the lines 

in the campaign that marked the beginning of the end of the war, the final act of the confederacy. 

The human stories in the epic saga are thrilling and compelling. Soldiers on both sides and of every 

rank struggled to find words to describe the experience of this campaign. Bloody Roads south is 

at once a wrenching account of the brutality of one of the most fascinating chapters of the War and 

a testament to the men who fought it. Signed on bookplate. Very good; dust jacket  $30.00  

Turner, Thomas R. BEWARE THE PEOPLE WEEPING: PUBLIC OPINION AND THE 

ASSASSINATION OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN. Baton Rouge: 1982. 1st ed., 265p., illus. 

Turner examines newspapers, diaries, letters, sermons and the trial of the conspirators to explain 

how and why the public and the military reacted as they did. The best book on the subject. V.g.; 

d.j.  $47.50  

Vandiver, Frank. JUBAL’S RAID: GENERAL EARLY’S FAMOUS ATTACK ON 

WASHINGTON IN 1864. New York: McGraw-Hill Co., 1960.1st ed., 198p., illustrations, 

maps. From the eminent biographer of Stonewall Jackson. Vandiver brought new life to the bitter 

battles, clashing personalities and defiant struggles of the last offensive action of the Confederacy 

in the east. Battles at Lynchburg, Monocacy and Fort Stevens are vividly narrated. Very good with 

chipped and torn dust jacket.  $50.00  

Ward, George W. HISTORY OF THE SECOND PENNSYLVANIA VETERAN HEAVY 

ARTILLERY, (112th REGIMENT PENNSYLVANIA VOLUNTEERS) FROM 1861 TO 

1866, INCLUDING THE PROVISIONAL SECOND PENN’A HEAVY ARTILLERY. 

Philadelphia: 1904. Revised and best edition, 311p., frontispiece, illustrated, roster, all edges 

gilt (Dornbusch-11). The Survivor’s Association of this regiment of “heavies” produced this 

handsome volume to dedicate their service at Washington, and most significantly, before 

Petersburg. The many original illustrations and remembrances make this a particularly useful 

account of Petersburg. Recased with original boards and new spine; new end pages; else very good. 

A handsome copy with unusual gilt lettering on front boards.  $150.00  

Warren, Louis A. LINCOLN’S PARENTAGE AND CHILDHOOD: A HISTORY OF THE 

KENTUCKY LINCOLNS SUPPORTED BY DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE. New York: 

(1926). 2nd ed., 392p., illus., facsims., maps eps. [M-2890 variant]. A fine, though orthodox, 

genealogical narrative of the Lincolns, the Hanks, and cognate ancestors. Uncommon in its v.g. 

dust jacket (with a few chips). Warren headed up the late (and sorely missed) Lincoln Museum in 

Ft. Wayne, Indiana.  SOLD 

Waugh, John C. REELECTING LINCOLN: THE BATTLE FOR THE 1864 

PRESIDENCY. NY: Crown Publishers, 1997. 1 .; 452p.; illus.; d.j. This is fast-moving and 

dramatic story-telling. Waugh is a crack journalist who knows how to write a riveting book, based 

on comprehensive research. Excellent. $45.00  
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Wert, Jeffry D. FROM WINCHESTER TO CEDAR CREEK: THE SHENANDOAH 

CAMPAIGN OF 1864. Carlisle: South Mountain Press, 1987.1st ed., 324p., illustrations, 

maps. An excellent analysis of the duel between Jubal “Old Jube” Early and “Little Phil” Sheridan. 

Wert’s campaign-level study places battles such as Third Winchester, Fisher’s Hill, and Cedar 

Creek in perspective, and helps the reader understand the political ramifications of Sheridan’s 

operations in the Shenandoah Valley. This work is uncommon in first edition! Very good 

condition; in dust jacket.  SOLD 

Wert, Jeffry D. GETTYSBURG, DAY THREE. (New York: 2001).1st ed., 320p., 

illustrations, maps. The Battle of Gettysburg has been the subject of more scholarship than any 

other battle in American history, but it has been decades since a book focused solely on the third 

and deciding day. Drawing on primary material written by men on both sides who participated in 

the day's fighting, acclaimed Civil War historian Jeffry Wert illuminates the events that secured 

the Union victory. The third day of the battle is remembered principally for Pickett's Charge, the 

futile, horrific, sacrifice of life that Robert E. Lee hoped would break the Union line and split the 

Army of the Potomac in two. Wert offers his analysis of why Lee attacked, examining the failure 

of the Confederate command system, and explains how Union artillery destroyed the charge before 

it had a chance at success. He also examines often-neglected events of the day, such as the fierce 

combat at Culp's Hill, the most prolonged fighting of the battle, and the cavalry engagement 

between Jeb Stuart and George Custer. As new; dust jacket.  $20.00  

[West Virginia / Vicksburg] Barton, Thomas H., Dr., AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF DR. 

THOMAS H. BARTON, THE SELF-MADE PHYSICIAN OF SYRACUSE, OHIO. 

Charleston, 1890. 340p.,1st ed., octavo, (Dornbusch-II-1520). Perchance belying its title, 

Barton self-assertively claims to be writing of himself, not as a noted Civil War general, 

philosopher, or statesman, but as a “common and ordinary (man), failing to “reach the summit of 

fame.” His war service does include time as a physician in the 4th West Virginia, and as such, the 

book abounds with descriptions of early-war fighting in West Virginia, and at Vicksburg and 

Chattanooga. The role of the army doctor is explored. That aside, the autobiography concentrates 

on the medical career of Dr. Barton, and investigates the changing nature of post-war medical 

practice and challenges. A supplement includes questions of ethics, medical claims, and cautions 

to the patient. Scarce. Light sunning of spine; light chipping of extremities; minor cover wear. A 

near fine copy and desirable.  $225.00  

Wheeler, Tom. MR. LINCOLN’S T-MAILS: THE UNTOLD STORY OF HOW 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN USED THE TELEGRAPH TO WIN THE CIVIL WAR. NY: 

Collins, (2006). 1st ed. 227p.; illustrated. Signed. Highly original history and captivating in its 

telling of Lincoln’s use of “modern” technology. Excellent. $85.00  

White, Ronald C., Jr. THE ELOQUENT PRESIDENT: A PORTRAIT OF LINCOLN 

THROUGH HIS WORDS. NY: Random House, 2005. 1 .; 448p.; d.j. “...brilliant readings of 

the texts, deep research on their creation, and considerable insight into the reaction they 

elicited.”—Harold Holzer. Need we say more! V.g.  SOLD 
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Williams, J.C., LIFE IN CAMP. Claremont: 1864. 167 p., embossed cover, octavo, 

(Dornbusch-88). This volume is a scarce, war-dated history of a regiment in George Stannard’s 

Vermont brigade, including their service at Gettysburg repulsing Pickett’s charge. Published for 

the author and presented in diary format. Details of daily life in the Vermont’s 14th Regiment. 

Written for the purpose of preserving a written record of the regiment’s service in defense of the 

“capital” (sic) and in the campaigns of the Army of the Potomac. Personalized commentary. 

Includes muster record of the Vermont 2nd brigade and casualty total in 1864. Sun; light foxing; 

light chipping; else very good.  $185.00  

Williams, John Melvin. THE EAGLE REGIMENT, 8TH WIS INF’TY VOLS; A SKETCH 

OF ITS MARCHES, BATTLES, AND CAMPAIGNS FROM 1861 TO 1865. Belleville: 

1890.1st ed., 166p., quarto, (Dornbusch-101). Written by a “non-vet of Company H.” Silver 

anniversary inspired narrative of the “Old Eagle Eighth.” An amplification of the regiment’s 

history begun in 1864 by a Sgt. Major George W. Driggs, who then published a history of the 

regiment’s first two years. Written in a singular, long narrative format. Details the “Eagle’s” role 

in the siege of Vicksburg. Brief biographical sketches of members of the regiment, rosters, 

recapitulations, desertions, and casualties. Split & cracked hinge; lightly chipped extremities; else 

very good & bright!  $450.00  

Wills, Garry. LINCOLN AT GETTYSBURG: THE WORDS THAT REMADE AMERICA. 

NY: Simon & Schuster, (1992). 1st ed., 317p., illus.; d.j. Signed ALBS bookplate. Ronald 

White (above) has refocused the public eye on the magic of Lincoln’s rhetoric. This Pulitzer Prize-

winning account of the making of Lincoln’s masterpiece reminds us how daring was this act of 

intellectual revolution. Rather than just memorialize the grisly battle, Lincoln gave the whole 

nation “a new birth of freedom”. Excellent. $50.00  

Wilson, Francis. JOHN WILKES BOOTH: FACT AND FICTION OF LINCOLN’S 

ASSASSINATION. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, 1929. 1st. ed.; 322p., ft., illus., ports., t.e.g., 

front board and spine labels attached. [M3155] Wilson, an actor, producer, and writer, here 

examines the reality and myths of Booth and the assassination. He uses important documents, 

including Booth’s diary and letters and the War Department archives, in this engaging and classic 

biography. “My aim has been not to excuse Booth, but to explain him.” Introductory statement by 

Joseph Bradley, Counsel for the Defense in the John H. Surratt Trial. Excellent; the rare, illustrated 

dust jacket is present in very good condition. A collector’s copy. SOLD 

Wittenberg, Eric J. “THE DEVIL’S TO PAY” JOHN BUFORD AT GETTYSBURG: A 

HISTORY AND WALKING TOUR. California: Savas Beatie, (2015). 3rd printing, 272p., 

illustrations, maps. Eric Wittenberg gives us an important analysis of the delaying actions made 

by the troopers of this celebrated brigade on the first day at Gettysburg. Wittenberg provides a 

comprehensive tactical study of the role Buford and his horse soldiers played from June 29 through 

July 2, 1863. The book includes useful appendices, 17 maps, and a walking tour of interpretive 

markers and monuments on the Gettysburg battlefield. A fine companion for the battlefield 

tramper. Very good; dust jacket.  SOLD 
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Wood, George L. FAMOUS DEEDS OF AMERICAN HEROES. A RECORD OF EVENTS 

FROM SUMPTER TO LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN. INCLUDING BATTLES OF CEDAR 

MOUNTAIN, WINCHESTER, ANTIETAM, CHANCELLORSVILLE, GETTYSBURG, 

LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN, MISSION RIDGE, ETC. New York (1865).1st ed., 304p., octavo. 

(Dornbusch-721varient). The 7th Ohio established an enviable record as part of the XII Corps in 

the Armies of the Potomac and Cumberland. Light foxing; light chipping of extremities; else very 

good.  $175.00  

 

 


